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English 95
Essay#3
Essay Length: Complete, well-developed first draft

Choose one of the topics below and write an essay that responds to it.

Choice One: In "D6sir6e's Baby," Armand misjudges his wife, and assumes she has black
ancestors because of their baby's skin. In "Nobody Knows," the reader makes assumptions about
George and Louise based on their gender and class.

Tell about a person whom you have underestimated or misjudged because of their appearance

and/or their actions. Then go on to tell about how you came to see this person more clearly, and

what this taught you about yourself or other people. Be sure to describe the person's appearance

andlor actions in enough detail to convey how your opinion of this person changed, and why.

Choice Two: In "Ddsirde's Baby," race matters. The slaves are defined and labelled according
to how many black ancestors they have, or how light or dark their skin is. Armand abandons

D6sir6e, and she kills herself because they both believe that she is partly black. Though we
would like to believe that we have come a long way since the days of slavery, unfortunately we
still live in a world that seems obsessed with race and color.

Tell about a time when your race was either an advantage or a disadvantage for you. Be sure to
explain the situation clearly and include what you learned about yourself and other people from
the experience, especially regarding the role race plays in our society.

Instructions

1. Read the topic a couple of times and note what it requires you to do. Complete all the tasks of
the assignment.

2. Take time to plan and organize yovr essay before you begin to write. (Scratch outlines are

often quite helpful.)

3. Be sure to start with a clear main idea. (In other words, make srre you can answer this
question: ooWhat is the main point I want my readers to understand?")

4. Make sure that you support or illustrate general,points with specific examples and vivid
details from your own experience and from the text (when appropriate).

5. Allow yourself enough time after writing to go back over your essay, check for errors or
omissions, and make any necessary corrections.

L
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Spa rk Attention ^^ Prck a winning trtie 1|

*

wttl'T'g

White Bitch

"Go back to where you came from!" the racist screamed at me. I

was standing on the front stairs to the building in Echo Park where I had

lived for twenty-four years. I was born in Hollywood; my mother arrived as

a three-week-old infant in Highland Park, grew up there, attended Franklin

High School. A life-long, native-born eastside white Angeleno, and here I

was, ordered to return to "where I came from" by a brown hater who had

not existed on the planet for as many years as I had mounted daily the
fifty-five steps to my little one-bedroom. Similarly, in Kate Chopin's
"Desir6e's Baby," a short story we analyzed in class, the shade of her

baby's skin caused Desir6e's husband and his white land-owning
community to conclude that Desir6e, who had been a foundling raised by a

wealthy plantation owner, was black. Tacitly expelled from her marriage

and status, Desir6e was obliged to murder her child and commit suicide.
Desir6e's origins, and mine, our whole being and our right to exist and
pursue happiness, were condemned for no other reason than hue.

"Justified" hate may offer a few seconds of "moral" joy, but tolerance,
common and slow, offers a lifetime of opportunity and advantage by

accessing the greatest bounty: other people.

Transitions to signal comparison or
contrast with Desir6e's Baby on p. 87

Hf*,
."'\"

This lS "where I

am from"!!

Desir6e and I

were both hated
on the basis
of skin color

5

Pp. 65-66



GROUP WORK: Groups should be 4 or 5. Give them l- minute to select a LEADER, TIMEKEEPER,

SCRIBE/SECRETARY, and REPORTER. Emphasize the importance of the "reporter": he/she will either
verbqlly report the group's work, or will write it on the board. Once selected, the chosen

representative cannot be changed.

GROUP WORK: Brainstorming

ln my ESL classes, after demonstrating whole-class the list-making of "things that are naturally blue

in the world," the Ss go into groups of 4 or 5. I begin with the prompt, "things that are naturally
blue in the world," and I model an initial "thing": tomatoes. On the first endeavor, I give 3 minutes;

each one thereafter I give 2 minutes. A reporter for the first group I select reads their list. They

automatically score a point. Each group thereafter must add at least one thing NEW to the list to
score a point. They CANNOT repeat-so listening to each group's reports is mandatory! After each

new "brainstorming prompt" endeavor, I begin the reports with a different group, so every group
gets a free point just for making a list.

After "red things" I typically give prompts such as, "Things found in a bathroom cqbinet," "Things

thot cost under d dollor," "Things you cqn put in your pocket." I always end with, "Good names for
dogs."

High school classes can use more challenging prompts such as, "List 70 reosons Trump supporters
who lose their medicol insuronce due to the Trumpcore bill continue to support him."

The winning group receives nice prizes (in my case, cool pencils).

GROUP WORK: Writing topic sentences and conclusions

After several days of topic sentence or concluding sentence work, I put Ss into groups of 4 or 5. I cut
the exercises on the following pages into strips. I model one. I pass out Exercise #1. The Ss have 4

minutes to write a topic sentence, or concluding sentence. They then have ONE MINUTE to write
their TS or CS on the board. (Strictly enforce this or they'll dawdle, or copy another group's

sentence written on the board).

To win a point, a group must have composed a FLAWLESS sentence-no spelling, punctuation or .

grammar errors; no LOGIC errors.

The winning group receives nice prizes (in my case, cool pencils).

7



d,ltrrrr.rc A ToPrc sENTENoE ,,.

write a topic sentence for each paragraph. Make sure your topic sentence
expresses the main idea of the paragraph. Then share your topic sentences with
your classmates by writing them on the chalkboard. Discuss the differences.

Example

Miami i?.the ?ertect ?lace ta take a vacation . it is always sunny and
wann. The beaches are gorgeous, with soft white sand and beautiful water.
There are many fine restaurants in the Miami area, and most of the hotels offer
terrific entertainment nightly. Itt no wonder that Miami is my first choice for
a vacation destination.

He has collected stamps and coins ever since he was a child. He is very proud
of his valuable collections. Paul also enjoys painting and drawing. Recently he
has become interested in gardening. Out of all his hobbies, Paul's favorire one
is reading. He usually reads at leasr one book every week. Paul keeps busy
with all of his hobbies.

I can't wait to come home from school and eat the delicious meals she has
prepared. She is famous for her desserts like peach pie and chocolate souff16.
She is always experimenting with new recipes and trying different ingredients.
No one in the world can cook the way my mother does.

1.

2.

i.

4

It never srafts in cold weather. The hom and the left tum signal don't work
properly. \Uorst of all, the radio only gets one srarion and the CD player is
completely broken. I wish I could get a new car.

First, and most importantly, the work is very interesting. I leam new things
every day and I get to travel a lot. In addition, my boss is very nice. She is
always wiiiing to help me when I have a problem. I have also made many new
friends at my job. Last, but not least, the salary is fantastic.

To start things off, my plane was six hours late. lVhen I finally got to my hotel,
I was very disappointed. It was small and dirty. On the third day, my wallet
was stolen, and I lost ail my credit cards. It rained every day except one, and
on that day I got a tenibie sunbum. All in all, it wasn't a vacarion ro
remember.

UNDERSTANDING PARAGRAPHS , 8



CONCTUDING SENTENCES

A paragraph needs a topic sentence and supporting sentences. lt also needs a

concluding sentence at the end.

A concluding sentence gives one final idea about your topic. lt can tell how
you feel or what you think about your topic. lt should not simply repeat your

topic sentence.

Here is a topic sentence and four supporting sentences.

T.S. There are many things you can do at the library.

S.S.You can read new magazines.

S.S.You can borrow books and movies.

S.S.You can join a reading club.

S.S.You can browse the Web.

Here are two concluding sentences to fit this paragraph.

These are the things you can do at the library.

I always look forward to going to the library.

Which of these do you think is a better concluding sentence? Why?

9



Go back to pages 62-64, where you wrote topic sentences. Read

sentences, the supporting /'sentences that follow, and add

concluding sentence. Remenlber, your sentence should add a new
paragraph, not just restate the topic sentence.

your topic
your own
idea to the

Read the topic sentences and supporting sentences below. Then write a

concluding sentence for each one.

1. T.S. I like to visit my grandfather.

S.S. He takes me to the movies.

S.S. He tells funny jokes.

S.S. He likes to play games.

C.S.

2. T.S. I did not sleep well last night.

S.S. The dogs next door were barking.

S.S. My alarm clock went off in the middle of the night.

S.S. The rain made a lot of noise on the roof.

C.S.

3. T.S. There are plenty of things to do in winter.

S.S. I'11 go sledding on the hill.

S.S. I'11build a snowman.

S.S. I'11 play in the snow with my friends.

55

C.S.

10



4. T.S. I wish I had a tree house.

S.S. The view from high up would be great.

S.S. It would be quiet and Peaceful.

S.S. Nobody would bother me up there'

. C.S.

5. T.S. We need to go to the grocery store.

S.S. We are out of milk.

S.S. I finished the orange juice this morning'

S.S.There is no bread left.

c.s.

6. T.S. Many things light our planet.

S.S. The sun shines in the daYtime.

S.S. The moon shines at night.

S.S. Thousands of stars brighten the night sky'

C.S.

7. T.S.You can learn a lot about a place by looking at a maP.

S.S. Maps show the seas, rivers, and lakes'

S.S. States and cities are marked.

S.S. Maps show roads and railwaYs.

S.S. Some maPs even show mountains'

C.S.

fd



S.T.S.Vegetables come from different parts of the plant.

S.S. Carrots and turnips are roots.

S.Snletruce and cabbage are leavql

S.S.Ticmatoei and peppers are fruits

S.S. Cauliflower and broccoli are flowers.

C.S.

9. T.S. Camping can be hard work.

S.S.You have to put up the tent.

S.S.You have to find wood and build a fire.

S.S. Sometimes you have to get water from a spring.

C.S.

10. T.S. If you have good balance, there are many sports you might enjoy.

S.S.You might like in-line skating.

S.S.You can ice skate in the winter.

S.S.You can try g5mrnastics.

C.S.

68

12



ASSEMBLY-LI N E PARAG RAPH

Groups

Glear desk - Nothing but dictionary and pencil and eraser. To prevent
copying other stuff!! Each student must write a sentence, so rotate in the
group.

HAND OUT CHRISTMAS PICTURE FOR EACH STUDENT, AND ONE
PARAGRAPH LINED PAPER FOR EACH GROUP

1 or 2 min for each sentence. Then give to next group. 1 minute to find and fix
boo-boos.

* TITLE - 30 sec

{. TOPIC SENTENCE, INTRO IDEA - one minute

{. What is Christmas? - definition - 2 minutes

{. When did it begin - origins - 1 min

* Why is it important to people in your country? 2 minutes

i. Who celebrates Christmas? - 1 min

* When do you traditionally celebrate Christmas? - 1 minute

.f. Where do you traditionally celebrate Christmas - 1 minute

* What is the climate like? - 1 min

* What do you see? 2 minutes

* What do you hear? 2 minutes

* What do you smell? 1 minute

* What do you eat? 2 minutes

* lf time - how do you celebrate Christmas?

* CONCLUSION - opinion, advice, tell the topic sentence again in a new way

EslbelmonUassem bly-li ne parag raph - C h ristmas
13
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ASSEMBLY LINE Chapter 7, p. 136

NARRATIVE - setting, sequence of events.

TAKESONE HOUR - BEGIN AT 6:30 pm!

Groups - Nothing but dictionary and pencil and eraser. To prevent copying other
stuff!! Each student must write a sentence, so rotate in the group.

OPEN TO P. 136, hand out one paragraph lined paper for each group

1 OR 2 MIN FOR EACH SENTENCE. Then give to next group. 1 minute to find and fix

boo-boos. DON'T ERASE - SHOW CHANGES!!

* TITLE - 30 sec

i. TOPIC SENTENCE - setting - what, where, when - 2 minutes

* WHO?-1min

* WHY? - 2 min don't begin w/ "because"!

i. Physical description - what did the building look like? 2 min

* What time of day was it? 1 min

t Describe the mail box and the front porch. 2 min

* What do you HEAR from the house? 1 min

l. What is the PROBLEM? 1 min

* Pic #2 SUDDENLY, what? 1 min

* Describe car and license # - 1 min

t Describe man - 1 min

* Pic #3 - AFTER THAT, what did he do? 1 min

.f. What was in his hand? 1 min

* Pic #4 - THEN what did he do? 1 min

* REACTION - what did you think and feel? 1 min

* Pic #5 - A FEW MINUTES LATER, what did he do? 1 min

* What was in his hand? 1 min

* REACTION - what did you think and feel? 1 min

* Pic #6 - FINALLY, what? 1 min

, What did you see at the back of his car? 1 min

* What did you do? 1 min

Question words and five senses
on board.
Write each question word on

the board as I ask so they see
the list

t4

l

EslbelmonVassembly-line paragraph - robbery



O reamwork TaskVork in teams of three to four. play the following
memory game. choose a teammate to be the police officer. The othei
teammates are witnesses. Read the descriptions of the tasks.
witnesses: Take three minutes to study the picture story. TaIk with the
other witnesses about the story. After three ririnutes, cloie your books. Tell
the police officer what you saw Describe everything with as much detail
as possible.

Police ofEcer: Close your book. Dont look at the picture story. write down
everything the witnesses tell you. Ask questions to get as much
information as possible. Then read your report to your teacher. The team
with the most complete crime report wins.

l.

ry I

Iffiq N [-ffi

c.

136 Ghapter Z Health and Safety
15 '..-.



NEXT STEPS in follow-up lessons:

o Whole-class list-making on a topic, then whole-class composition of a paragraph:

o Solicit a title
o Solicit a topic sentence (a concept already taught)
o Splicit the first 4 or 5 supporting sentences
o Give Ss 20 minutes or so to finish the paragraph independently.
o Select (or solicit volunteers) Ss to write sentences on the board for whole-class workshopping

o Discuss conclusions
**Begin simple! "lngredients for a tamale." Progress to more abstract concepts later in the semester:

"Things a student can do to achieve their coreer gools."

o Topic sentence - (Blanchard, Karen, Root, C. (2003). Reody to Write, A First Composition Text, 3'd Ed.

White Plains, NY : Pearson Education. Pages 8-12)

o Read about paragraph design; underline the topic sentence

o Select the correct topic sentence
o Group Competition-given a paragraph missing a topic sentence (i.e., supporting sentences and

conclusion only), each group has 3 minutes to write a topic sentence, and 1 minute for the
"reporter" to write it on the board. lf there are zero errors (must begin with a capital, finish

with a period; no spelling or grammar errors; must be logical/relevant), the group receives a

point. The group with the most points (no "ties" permitted)wins a prize.

o Conclusion - (Broukal, Milada (2004). Weaving lt Together: Connecting Reading ond Writing, 2nd Ed.

Boston, MA: Heinle. Pages 47-5Ol "Write a Filling Conclusion" from the back of the iconic Write a

Sati sfyi ng P a ra g ro ph ha m bu rger poster.

o Read about and discuss conclusions - opinion, odvice, re-telling the

topic sentence in different words
o Groups-Given 3 paragraphs missing a conclusion, each group is

assigned one of the three paragraphs (it's okay to duplicate). Each

group will write 3 conclusions for their assigned paragraph: one

opinion, one advice, one re-stating the topic sentence in a new way.

Give the Ss about 20 minutes. The "recorder" fills out a pre-

fabricated form for the three varieties of conclusions for the group's

assigned paragraph. Each group hands in the form, which is projected

and workshopped for relevance and grammar.

o More Conclusion - (King, Diana Hanbury (2003). Writing Skills, Book

A. Cambridge, MA: Educators Publishing Service. Pages 65-68)

o Review elements of a concluding sentence.
o Whole class: Given a topic sentence and 3 or 4 supporting sentences,

do one conclusion together, soliciting and guiding student
suggestions. Have Ss do two more similar exercises independently,
then query Ss to read what they devised, giving feedback why or why
not the concluding sentences are appropriate.

o Groups--Continue the exercise in groups of 3 or 4. Hand out to Ss strips printed with a TS and 3

or 4 SS. Ss have 3 minutes to write a conclusion via group collaboration. "Reporters" for each

group then have 1 minute to write their concluding sentence on the board. Workshop the
concluding sentences, giving a point to each sentence that is correct in grammar, punctuation

and logic/relevance. t6

Writc a Sntisfiing
Paragraph gF



o Assembly-line Paragraph-(Thanks to Josh Eick for teaching this!)
o This exercise should be done after proofreading marks and the revision process are mast/ered

by the class.

o Any picture, photo, or picture sequence can work for this. I use p. 737 of Downtown 3
(McBride, Edward J. ((2008). Downtown 3: English for Work and Life. Boston, MA: Heinle),

rryhich features a picture sequence of a home invasion robbery.

o Grouprules: inagroup of 4or 5,eachstudentmustwriteoneof theassignedsentences. This

assures that evervone in the group contributes, while assisted by group members.

o The teacher tells the Ss to study the picture(s). Whole class, discuss what is going on.

o Each group is given a piece of lined paragraph paper.

o The teacher gives the Ss L minute to write a title. When the whistle is blown, each group

passes their paper to the adjacent group.

o Each group has L minute to proofread and correct/revise the title written by the other group.

o The paragraph paper is now in the hands of a new "writer" student in each group.

o The teacher gives the Ss 2 minutes to write a topic sentence. I give the instruction to the Ss to
"give the day and time, and what you were doing" when they witnessed the incident.

o The whistle is blown and the paper is passed to the adjacent group.

o Each group has L minute to correct/revise the topic sentence of the other group.

o The paragraph paper is now in the hands of yet another student "writer" in each group.

o The teacher gives from 30 seconds to 2 minutes to have the students write successive

supporting sentences, answering question words, addressing the five senses, or conveying

interior ideas. For instance, "Write a sentence telling who was there." "Write o sentence telling
what you saw on the porch." "Write o sentence telling whot you heard." "Write o sentence

telling whot you thought." Obviously, the teacher prepares a logical sequence of questions for
the guided supporting sentences in advance!

o Finally, the Ss will have 2 minutes to write a conclusion.

o lf you have a classroom that permits displays, mount your student masterpieces on the wall for
a week of chuckles and smiles!

o Scrambled paragraphs (Rooks, George M. Share Your Paragraph (L999). Upper Saddle River, NJ:

Prentice Hall Regents. Page 99)

o Using a pre-constructed scrambled paragraph from a book (such as Share Your Paragroph),

scrambling a paragraph you find in a book or on the Internet, or writing a paragraph yourself

and scrambling it, these can be done in groups or individually. I find this method superior to
the popular "sentence strips" because in addition to working on basic paragraph design (finding

the topic sentence, the logical sequence of sentences, and the conclusion), Ss perforce must

distinguish the beginnings and ends of sentences (i.e., identifying the capital letter launching

the sentence and the period ending it-learning, thereby, that a comma is not a "finish").

t7



TEXT USED IN TODAY,S WORKSHOP:

\
'The Ofd Bus" taken from Blot, David & Davidson, D. (1995). Storting Lines: Beginning Writing. Boston, MA:

Heinle & Heinle. Pages 6-8.

Equipment needed for group competitions:

o Timer
o Sports whistle
o Sound F/X Game Show Sound Effects Box - www.trainerswarehouse.com
o Rewards/prizes

18



You told them to write about what they see:

But what they "see" is this:
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